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A NEW  
VISION FOR 
REFRIGERATION
Although our French door 
refrigerators are stunning in 
appearance, what makes them 
truly beautiful are storage solutions 
as limitless as the abilities of even the 
most accomplished cooks. One such 
innovation is the available FreshVue™ 
Door-within-Door that illuminates 
as the customer approaches to 
showcase the groceries within.
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COUNTER-DEPTH REFRIGERATION 
SHOW AND SELL

PLENTY 
OF ROOM 
TO LET AN 
IMAGINATION 
RUN FREE
Introducing refrigerators 
designed for cooks who like 
to keep their culinary options 
open. Available with the largest 
capacity of any counter-depth 
refrigerators in their class*,  
these models have storage 
solutions to satisfy even the 
most creative cooks. 

• Under-Shelf Prep Zone 

• Slide-Away Shelf**

•  Full-Extension Self-Close 
FreshSeal™ Crispers

•  Full-Extension Self-Close 
Pull Out Tray

* Among leading premium 3-door counter-depth French door 
bottom mount brands.

**Available on models KRFC704F and KRFC804G.



HOW IS YOUR CONSUMER’S KITCHEN LAID OUT? 
Use these qualifying questions to learn more about the 
functional and physical requirements for the customer’s new 
refrigerator. The answers will help you match them with the 
perfect model for their needs.

•  Where is your refrigerator located in your kitchen? Is it in the  
middle of a galley? In a corner?  

• Are there walls, doorways or an island near the refrigerator? 

•  Which direction do you need the door to swing to avoid 
interference with cabinetry or drawers?

•  What are the width, depth and height of the outgoing 
appliance and cutout?

• Would you like to maximize the walking space in your kitchen?

DESIGN 
OPTIONS 
FOR THOSE 
REPLACING OR 
REMODELING
In most kitchens, the refrigerator 
is virtually impossible to hide. 
However, refrigerator design has 
come a long way and consumers 
who are replacing a 10-year-old 
refrigerator will find they have  
more options to consider.

STANDARD-DEPTH
These refrigerators have 

a cabinet that extends 
beyond the front of a  

24-inch base cabinet. They 
work well in large, spacious 

kitchens and offer the 
benefit of larger overall 
storage than a counter-

depth refrigerator.

COUNTER-DEPTH
These refrigerators have 
a cabinet that is 24 inches 
deep, so only the door 
and handles extend 
beyond the front of a 
standard base cabinet. 
This creates improved 
traffic flow around the 
refrigerator, particularly 
with the doors open.

Height

Width

Depth
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COUNTER-DEPTH 
REFRIGERATION 
OVERVIEW

  Produce Preserver 
  ExtendFresh™ System

  Standard vs. Counter Depth 
  Preserva™ Food Care System

DUAL EVAPORATORS
Provide the height of food preservation with 

independent cooling systems for the refrigerator and 
freezer and help keep food at its peak. The Linear 

Compressor offers minimal temperature variations and 
an efficient cooling system, making this our quietest 

freestanding French Door refrigerator.* 
 *Linear Compressor only on models KRFC604F, KRFC704F, KRFC804G 

FRESHFLOW™ AIR FILTER 
The activated carbon filter is 15 times  
more powerful than baking soda at  

reducing common food odors, which  
helps keep odors that can spoil fresh  

flavor from transferring between foods.

PRODUCE PRESERVER 
An ethylene-absorption cartridge delays 

over-ripening of certain fruits and vegetables.** 
Ethylene gas is produced by types of produce 

that should be stored separately from 
ethylene-sensitive items. 

 **Based on commonly purchased produce.

PRESERVA® FOOD CARE SYSTEM 
WITH LINEAR COMPRESSOR
The Preserva® Food Care System combines three technologies to help manage  
humidity levels, assure crisp produce and eliminate odors inside the refrigerator.  
But an equally compelling benefit is the way it helps protect frozen items like  
ice cream from freezer burn that can harm its taste and texture. KRFC604F 

KRFC704F
KRSC503EKRFC804G KRSC500E

 2  3 1



FRESHFLOW™ AIR FILTER 

15 times more effective than 
baking soda at reducing common 
food odors, the FreshFlow™ Air 
Filter uses activated carbon to 
reduce bacteria and refrigerator 
odors—like onions, garlic and 
fish—that can undermine flavors.

For optimal performance, replace the  
FreshFlow™ Air Filter every six months.

THE SCIENCE BEHIND  
KEEPING PRODUCE FRESH
A common consumer behavior is to use two crispers to divide fruits  
and vegetables. While this is a good guideline, it still is not the best  
way to keep produce fresh. This is due to the presence of ethylene.

Ethylene is an odorless gas that is a natural by-product of the ripening process.

ETHYLENE-SENSITIVE FOODS 
Other produce – like lettuce, broccoli and watermelon 
– do not continue to ripen after they are picked, and 
will over-ripen if stored with ethylene-producing foods 
in an enclosed space such as a crisper drawer.

ETHYLENE-PRODUCING FOODS 
Some produce – like apples and pears 
– continue to ripen after they are picked 
and emit ethylene. These items should 
be stored with each other.

PRODUCE PRESERVER
The Produce Preserver uses ethylene-absorption 
technology to help delay over-ripening of certain  
fruits and vegetables.* Place this cartridge  
in the crisper where ethylene-producing  
foods will be stored.

 *Based on commonly purchased produce. For optimal  
performance, replace the Produce Preserver every six months.

A visual indicator lets you know when the ethylene 
filter should be replaced.
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COUNTER-DEPTH 
REFRIGERATION 
OVERVIEW

  Standard vs. Counter Depth 
  Preserva™ Food Care System

  Produce Preserver 
  ExtendFresh™ System

EXTENDFRESH™  
TEMPERATURE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The ExtendFresh™ Temperature Management System 
features a single evaporator design that is enhanced 
by independent temperature controls inside the 
refrigerator and freezer to help ensure optimum 
storage of fresh and frozen food.

KRFC302EKRFC300E

BAFFLE AND FAN
When the interior thermistors detect 
a temperature change inside the 
refrigerator, a baffle opens allowing 
cold air to enter the refrigerator 
compartment from the freezer.

INDEPENDENT SENSORS 
(THERMISTORS)
Allow more precise monitoring  
and control of temperatures  
inside the refrigerator and freezer 
compartments to ensure optimum 
storage of fresh and frozen food.

A fan helps 
cold freezer air 
circulate evenly 
throughout the 

compartment and 
ensures rapid 

cooling.

Thermistors 
inside the 

refrigerator and 
freezer compartments 

frequently measure 
temperatures  
to avoid large 

variations. 

Inside the freezer and refrigerator,   
thermostats monitor and  
control temperatures.



FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATION 
WITH EXTERIOR DISPENSE

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
From the drama of the available FreshVue™ Door- 
within-Door that self illuminates when approached,  
to Platinum Interiors accented by a wood finish,  
everything is designed to help keep things looking  
pristine while showcasing ingredients beautifully.

PREMIUM FEATURES 
Beyond the available FreshVue™ Door-within-Door,  
innovative features like a Slide-Away Shelf and the  
Under-Shelf Prep Zone are designed to keep a cook 
on task and make items easy to store and find.

• FreshVue™ Door-within-Door (p. 8)

• Under-Shelf Prep Zone (p. 9)

• FreshSeal™ Herb Storage (p. 10)

• Full-Extension Self-Close FreshSeal™ Crispers (p. 11)

• Slide-Away Shelf (p. 12)

• Full-Extension Self-Close Pull Out Tray (p. 13)

•  Full-Extension Self-Close Custom Temperature-Controlled  
Pantry Drawer (p. 14)

• 3-Tier Self-Close Freezer Drawer with Secondary Ice Maker (p. 14) 
• Premium Design Features (p. 15-16)
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Model Lineup

EXTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

  Under-Shelf Prep Zone 
  FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

  FreshSeal™ Crispers 
  Slide-Away Shelf

  Self-Close Pull Out Tray 
  Self-Close Pull Out Drawers Premium Design FeaturesFreshVue™ Door-Within-Door

FRESHVUE™ DOOR-WITHIN-DOOR
KitchenAid brand’s approach to the FreshVue™ Door-within-Door concept not  
only provides easy access to frequently used ingredients without opening the main 
refrigerator, it offers storage solutions customers will appreciate.

 1

2

Pull up on the 
latch behind the 
right-hand door 
handle to open 
the FreshVue™ 

Door-within-Door.

3

4

 5

6

 1  TINTED WINDOW  
Sleek in appearance, the window allows an 
unobstructed view of frequently used ingredients 
without opening the main refrigerator.

 2  PROXIMITY LIGHTING  
An industry exclusive, the window illuminates 
automatically when customers approach—there  
is no need to knock to turn on the lights.

 3  FIRST BIN  
Perfect for shorter items, this top bin still has 
enough depth to keep frequently used items  
close at hand.

4  SECOND BIN  
Just as deep as the top bin, the second bin  
offers more vertical space for larger items.

 5  THIRD BIN 
A pull out bin with a wood finish inlay, it has  
the capacity to hold all but the largest items.

6  FOURTH BIN 
Designed to fit tall bottles and large containers,  
the bottom pull out bin features a wood finish 
inlay. An adjustable cold air vent regulates cold air 
circulation from the refrigerator into the bin area.



UNDER-SHELF PREP ZONE
Ideal for marinating meats or fish like salmon to infuse flavor, the 6" x 10" x 2" pan is also great for 
chilling bread dough to prevent rising or pie dough to let the gluten rest, and utilizes space that is 
typically left empty beneath the refrigerator shelf.

It is oven- and dishwasher-safe, 
transitioning easily from cooling 
to cooking to cleaning.



  FPO FPO
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FreshVue™ Door-Within-Door Model Lineup
EXTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

  FreshSeal™ Crispers 
  Slide-Away Shelf

  Self-Close Pull Out Tray 
  Self-Close Pull Out Drawers Premium Design Features

  Under-Shelf Prep Zone 
  FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

FRESHSEAL™ HERB STORAGE
Dried herbs simply don’t compare to the vibrant flavors of fresh. The Herb Storage is a 
dedicated container that locks in freshness by maintaining humidity levels. It fits tall herbs 
like parsley, cilantro and rosemary, as well as oregano, thyme and mint, and can be placed 
anywhere in the refrigerator.

Fresh rosemary complements beef. 
Freshly picked cilantro adds brightness 
to Mexican dishes. And delicate dill 
pairs beautifully with fish.



FULL-EXTENSION SELF-CLOSE FRESHSEAL™  CRISPERS

This upgraded drawer uses a gasket seal 
to maintain the ideal temperature and 
humidity levels to help keep the latest 
purchases at the farmers’ market at peak 
freshness until inspiration strikes. Self-
close glides offer a smooth and effortless 
operation in a drawer that extends more 
than 90% for full visibility and easy access 
to ingredients. 

The door doesn’t need to be open more 
than 90 degrees for the drawer to fully  
extend, making these counter-depth  
refrigerators ideal for tight kitchens.



16.75"
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FreshVue™ Door-Within-Door Model Lineup

EXTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

  Under-Shelf Prep Zone 
  FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

  Self-Close Pull Out Tray 
  Self-Close Pull Out Drawers Premium Design Features

  FreshSeal™ Crispers 
  Slide-Away Shelf

* KRFC604F, KRFC704F, KRFC804G among leading  
premium 3-door counter-depth French door brands.

SLIDE-AWAY  SHELF 
This sliding shelf retracts up to three-quarters of the 
depth of the shelf to provide space in the refrigerator for 
taller items like a pitcher of sangria or bottles of wine, 
sparkling water or soda. Able to accommodate objects 
up to a height of 16.75 inches, it offers the most tall-item 
storage space in its class* and helps customers make the 
most of the interior volume.



FULL-EXTENSION SELF-CLOSE PULL OUT TRAY
This pull out tray is ideal for storing platters, such as cheese plates or appetizers,  
when entertaining. The tray fully extends so that bringing wide items in and out of  
the refrigerator becomes an easy task. Self-close glides provide smooth and effortless  
movement, even when fully loaded.

The tray is removable for 
easy cleaning and is available 
in a premium wood finish 
on some models.
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FreshVue™ Door-Within-Door Model Lineup

EXTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

  Under-Shelf Prep Zone 
  FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

  FreshSeal™ Crispers 
  Slide-Away Shelf Premium Design Features

  Self-Close Pull Out Tray 
  Self-Close Pull Out Drawers

FULL-EXTENSION SELF-CLOSE 
CUSTOM TEMPERATURE- 
CONTROLLED PANTRY DRAWER
This drawer offers four temperature presets to customize  
the space for Meat/Fish, Cold Drinks, Deli/Cheese and Wine.  
Self-close glides allow the pantry drawer to slide open effortlessly,  
even when fully loaded. The drawer has over 90% extension for full 
visibility of, and easy access to, the ingredients inside.

3-TIER SELF-CLOSE FREEZER 
DRAWER WITH SECONDARY 
ICE MAKER 
This self-close freezer drawer organizes items on three levels,  
making them easier to store and find. The lower drawer includes a  
divider for customizable organization. There's also an in-door pizza  
pocket, a pull out drawer for smaller items and a third-level glass  
shelf for flat items. The Secondary Ice Maker (available only on  
model KRFC804G) makes sure there is plenty of ice for guests.



THE PLATINUM FINISH 
MAKES FOOD COLORS APPEAR MORE VIBRANT

FRESH DESIGN THAT  
SHOWS GREAT TASTE
KitchenAid® Brand is known for developing innovative 
features that help meet consumer needs. Our 
consumer sees the kitchen as a workshop or studio 
where they create. We are committed to making 
kitchens as beautiful and inspiring as they 
are functional inside and out.

PREMIUM WOOD FINISH
Beautiful wood finish accents complement the 
refrigerator's platinum interior, and are moisture-  
and stain-resistant.
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FreshVue™ Door-Within-Door Model Lineup

EXTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

  Under-Shelf Prep Zone 
  FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

  FreshSeal™ Crispers 
  Slide-Away Shelf

  Self-Close Pull Out Tray 
  Self-Close Pull Out Drawers Premium Design Features

LED lighting  
is an elegant 

complement to the 
platinum interior* 

*Platinum interior available 
on models KRFC704F  

and KRFC804G

BRIGHT IDEAS FOR  
FOOD STORAGE
Efficient LED lighting gradually increases to full 
intensity, similar to theater lighting. Multiple 
lights are purposefully placed throughout the 
refrigerator and freezer, including inside the 
crisper drawers, making it easy to find items.



FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATORS WITH EXTERIOR DISPENSE

CONFIGURATIONS CONFIGURATIONS CONFIGURATIONS

• French Door • French Door • French Door

• FreshVue™ Door-within-Door

COLORS COLORS COLORS

 Stainless Steel (SS)  Stainless Steel (SS)  Stainless Steel (SS)

 PrintShield™ Finish (PS)  PrintShield™ Finish (PS)

 Black Stainless (BS)  Black Stainless (BS)

CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.) CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.) CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.) 

• 23.8 Total Volume • 23.8 Total Volume •   23.5 Total Volume

• Refrigerator: 17.49 • Refrigerator: 17.5 • Refrigerator: 17.2

• Freezer: 6.27 • Freezer: 6.3 • Freezer: 6.3

PRESERVA® FOOD CARE SYSTEM PRESERVA® FOOD CARE SYSTEM PRESERVA® FOOD CARE SYSTEM

• Linear Compressor • Linear Compressor • Linear Compressor

• Sequential Dual Evaporators • Sequential Dual Evaporators • Sequential Dual Evaporators

• FreshFlow™ Air Filter • FreshFlow™ Air Filter • FreshFlow™ Air Filter

• Produce Preserver • Produce Preserver • Produce Preserver

KRFC604F – 36" KRFC704F – 36" KRFC804G – 36"

Red text = step-up feature
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FreshVue™ Door-Within-Door

EXTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

  Under-Shelf Prep Zone 
  FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

  FreshSeal™ Crispers 
  Slide-Away Shelf

  Self-Close Pull Out Tray 
  Self-Close Pull Out Drawers Premium Design Features Model Lineup

PERFORMANCE FEATURES PERFORMANCE FEATURES PERFORMANCE FEATURES

• Full-Extension Self-Close FreshSeal™ Crispers • Full-Extension Self-Close FreshSeal™ Crispers • Full-Extension Self-Close FreshSeal™ Crispers

•  Full-Extension Self-Close Custom Temperature-Controlled  
Pantry Drawer

•  Full-Extension Self-Close Custom Temperature-Controlled  
Pantry Drawer

•  Full-Extension Self-Close Custom Temperature-Controlled  
Pantry Drawer

• Full-Extension Self-Close Pull Out Tray • Full-Extension Self-Close Pull Out Tray • Full-Extension Self-Close Pull Out Tray

• FreshSeal™ Herb Storage • Extend-Freeze Setting • Extend-Freeze Setting

• In-Door-Ice® System • FreshSeal™ Herb Storage • FreshSeal™ Herb Storage

• Measured and Favorite Water Fill • In-Door-Ice® System • In-Door-Ice® System

• EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter • Measured and Favorite Water Fill • Measured and Favorite Water Fill

• 3-Tier Self-Close Freezer Drawer • EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter • EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter

• 3-Tier Self-Close Freezer Drawer • 3-Tier Self-Close Freezer Drawer

• Under-Shelf Prep Zone • Under-Shelf Prep Zone

• Secondary Ice Maker

CONTROL FEATURES CONTROL FEATURES CONTROL FEATURES

• °F / °C Temperature Display • °F / °C Temperature Display • °F / °C Temperature Display

• Over Temperature Alarm • Over Temperature Alarm • Over Temperature Alarm

• Door Alarm • Door Alarm • Door Alarm

• Water Filtration Status Indicator • Water Filtration Status Indicator • Water Filtration Status Indicator

DESIGN FEATURES DESIGN FEATURES DESIGN FEATURES

• Panoramic LED Lighting • Panoramic LED Lighting • FreshVue™ Door-within-Door 

• Three Full-Width Adjustable Shelves • Three Full-Width Adjustable Shelves • Panoramic LED Lighting 

• Removable Door Bins with Metal Accents • Removable Door Bins with Metal Accents • Three Full-Width Adjustable Shelves

• Gallon Door Storage • Gallon Door Storage • Removable Door Bins with Metal Accents

• White Interior • Platinum Interior Design with Premium Wood Finish • Gallon Door Storage

• Platinum Interior Design with Premium Wood Finish 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

• ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Red text = step-up feature



FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATION 
WITH INTERIOR DISPENSE

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
The counter-depth design gives these refrigerators  
a built-in look while the professionally inspired  
details reward creative cooks.

PREMIUM FEATURES 
A striking design deserves innovative features like  
Humidity Controlled Crispers and the FreshChill™  
Temperature-Controlled Full-Width Pantry that  
help assure ingredients are easy to find and kept 
at the optimum temperature.

• Slide-Away Split Shelf (p. 21)

• Metal Wine Rack (p. 21)

• Humidity Controlled Crispers (p. 21) 

• SatinGlide® System (p. 21)

• Max Cool (p. 21)

• Measured Fill (p. 21)

• FreshChill™ Temperature-Controlled Full-Width Pantry (p. 22)

• Produce Preserver (p. 22)

• Multi-Level Freezer Storage (p. 22)



Premium Features
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Model Lineup
INTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORS

Specialized  
Ingredient Care

ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED PANTRY*

Provides precise settings 
for meats, deli items, party 
platters and wine. Pressing 
the preset control displays 
the factory set temperature 
for each setting. Electronic 
controls allow you to adjust 
the temperature up or 
down as needed.

*On French Door Refrigerators with the Preserva® Food Care System.

SPECIALIZED 
INGREDIENT CARE 
In addition to providing eye-level access to refrigerated 
food, KitchenAid® French door and bottom-freezer 
refrigerators have features that create storage options  
for sensitive ingredients like produce. 

 1Slide-Away Split Shelf

 3Humidity-Controlled Crispers

 2Metal Wine Rack

FreshChill™ Temperature-Controlled  
Full-Width Pantry**

 4

**On French Door Refrigerators with the 
ExtendFresh™ Temperature Management System.

 4

 3

 2

 1



SLIDE-AWAY SPLIT SHELF
Helps maximize the storage space 
and optimize the organization of 
your refrigerator. The versatile 
design allows the front of the 
shelf to retract to accommodate 
tall items.

METAL WINE RACK 
Provides a durable storage 
solution for up to four bottles 
of wine or 2-liter containers and 
can be removed for additional 
storage flexibility.

HUMIDITY-CONTROLLED 
CRISPERS 
Provide a dedicated storage  
option with adjustable humidity  
levels to keep fresh food in an 
optimal environment.

SATINGLIDE® SYSTEM
Uses space-efficient, under-mounted 
pans with rollers and glides for 
satisfyingly smooth operation.

MAX COOL
When selected, this feature 
automatically adjusts the 
temperature in the refrigerator 
and freezer to the lowest 
setting when appropriate. 
This keeps the refrigerator at 
the ideal temperature when 
loading groceries, the doors are 
frequently opened or in higher 
room temperatures. 

MEASURED FILL
Displays and automatically 
dispenses water in ounces, cups 
or liters. It can be programmed 
to pour a measured amount, 
helping make food prep easier. It 
can even be set up to fill essential 
items on a daily basis like a coffee 
pot or a water bottle.

ADJUSTABLE DOOR BINS  
WITH REMOVABLE INSERTS 
Convenient storage bins with 
specially designed, dishwasher-
safe inserts keep items like 
condiments organized and readily 
available for food preparation or 
serving.

PREMIUM FEATURES*

*On select models.

 1

 2

 1

 2



Specialized  
Ingredient Care
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Model Lineup

INTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORSPremium Features

LED LIGHTING
Illuminates the inside of the 
refrigerator and freezer for better 
visibility. Unlike incandescent 
bulbs, LED lights use less energy.

MULTI-LEVEL FREEZER 
STORAGE
Keeps freezer items organized. 
Depending on the model 
selected, the freezer will have 
two or three levels of storage. 
Storage dividers add an extra 
layer of organization.

FRESHCHILL™ TEMPERATURE-
CONTROLLED FULL-WIDTH 
PANTRY 
A storage drawer that allows users 
to adjust the amount of cold air 
that enters. Meats can be kept at 
a temperature that is colder than 
the rest of the refrigerator and 
produce can be sealed off from the 
air flowing through the refrigerator 
compartment.

PRODUCE PRESERVER
An ethylene-absorbing cartridge  
that extends the freshness of 
produce.* It helps neutralize the  
over-ripening effects of ethylene  
gas that is naturally emitted by  
certain fruits and vegetables. 

*Based on commonly purchased produce.

EVERYDROP™  
ICE & WATER FILTER  
BY WHIRLPOOL® WATER
NSF certified to reduce the 
most contaminants** and filters 
approximately 200 gallons  
between filter changes.

** Based on NSF rated 6 month refrigerator filters  
flowing .50 gpm–60 gpm.

 3

 4

 5

 3

 4  5



FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATORS WITH INTERIOR DISPENSE

KRFC300E – 36" KRFC302E – 36"

COLORS COLORS

 White (WH)  Stainless Steel (SS)

 Black (BL)  Black Stainless (BS)

 Stainless Steel (SS)  Panel-Ready (PA)

 Black Stainless (BS)

CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.) CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.)

• 20.0 Total Volume • 21.9 Total Volume

• Refrigerator: 14.4 • Refrigerator: 16.3

• Freezer: 5.6 • Freezer: 5.6

PERFORMANCE FEATURES PERFORMANCE FEATURES

• ExtendFresh™ Temperature Management System • ExtendFresh™ Temperature Management System

• Produce Preserver • Produce Preserver

• Adaptive Defrost • Adaptive Defrost

• FreshChill™ Temperature-Controlled Full-Width Pantry • FreshChill™ Temperature-Controlled Full-Width Pantry

• Humidity-Controlled Crispers • Humidity-Controlled Crispers

• Automatic Ice Maker • Automatic Ice Maker

• Interior Water Dispenser • Interior Water Dispenser

• EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter • EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter

Red text = step-up feature



Model Lineup
Specialized  
Ingredient Care Premium Features
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INTERIOR DISPENSE 
REFRIGERATORSModel Lineup

CONTROL FEATURES CONTROL FEATURES

• °F / °C Temperature Display • °F / °C Temperature Display

• Door Alarm • Door Alarm

• Water Filter Status Indicator • Water Filter Status Indicator

• Max Cool • Max Cool

• Sabbath Mode

DESIGN FEATURES DESIGN FEATURES

• Adjustable Spill-Resistant Glass Shelves • Adjustable Spill-Resistant Glass Shelves

• SatinGlide® System • SatinGlide® Max System

• Adjustable Door Bins • Adjustable Door Bins

• Gallon Door Storage • Gallon Door Storage

• Metal Wine Rack • Metal Wine Rack

• 2-Tier Freezer Drawer • 3-Tier Freezer Drawer

• Hidden Hinges • Hidden Hinges

• Front-Adjustable Leveling Legs • Front-Adjustable Leveling Legs

• Metallic Trim • Metallic Trim

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

• ENERGY STAR® Qualified

Red text = step-up feature



SIDE-BY-SIDE 
REFRIGERATORS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
These counter-depth refrigerators provide the 
high-end look of built-in side-by-side models 
with professionally inspired design elements 
that include Satin Textured Handles and 
KitchenAid® Medallions.

PREMIUM FEATURES 
Performance is assured with a feature like 
the Preserva® Food Care System with two 
independent cooling systems to help keep food 
fresh. The FreshFlow™ Air Filter minimizes odors 
while the Produce Preserver delays over-ripening.

• Metal Wine Rack (p. 27)

• LED Lighting with Tower (p. 27)

• Adjustable Spill-Resistant Shelves (p. 27)

• Humidity-Controlled Crispers (p. 28)

• Exterior Ice and Water Dispenser (p. 28)

• Measured Fill (p. 28)

• In-Door-Ice® System (p. 28)

• FreshFlow™ Air Filter (p. 28)

• Produce Preserver (p. 28)
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SIDE-BY-SIDE 
REFRIGERATORSPremium Features Model Lineup



CLEAR DOOR BINS  
WITH METALLIC ACCENTS 
Allow you to see labels right 
through the bins, helping you 
keep condiments and other items 
organized. Each bin is removable, 
making it easy to pull out, chop 
up and store amazingly fresh 
produce, and simply slide back 
into the refrigerator. 

METAL WINE RACK 
Provides a durable storage 
solution for up to four bottles 
of wine or 2-liter containers and 
can be removed for additional 
storage flexibility.

LED LIGHTING WITH 
TOWER 
In addition to individual lights  
along the top and sides of 
the cabinet, the refrigerator 
compartment has a tower that 
provides elegant back lighting to 
enhance visibility.

 

PREMIUM FEATURES

METALLIC ACCENTS  
ON SHELF TRIM
Rich metallic trim is applied 
to the leading edges of 
the refrigerator shelves, 
complementing the gloss 
finish of the interior.

ADJUSTABLE SPILL-
RESISTANT SHELVES 
Prevent messes from spilling 
over into other parts of the 
refrigerator. In place of a lip that 
can trap foods, the shelf edges 
are nano-etched with a finely 
textured surface that contains 
spills and lets you use the whole  
shelf from edge-to-edge.

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

 2
 1

 4

 5

 3
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SIDE-BY-SIDE 
REFRIGERATORSModel LineupPremium Features

HUMIDITY-CONTROLLED 
CRISPERS
Provide a dedicated storage  
option with adjustable humidity  
levels to keep fresh food in an 
optimal environment.

EXTERIOR ICE & WATER 
DISPENSER
Provides freshly filtered, great 
tasting water and ice that can be 
conveniently found right in the 
refrigerator door.

MEASURED FILL
Displays and automatically 
dispenses water in ounces, cups 
or liters. It can be programmed 
to pour a measured amount, 
helping make food prep easier. It 
can even be set up to fill essential 
items on a daily basis like a coffee 
pot or a water bottle.

IN-DOOR-ICE® SYSTEM 
Adds interior room in the 
refrigerator with an ice bin that 
mounts on the inside left door of 
the refrigerator, keeping it out of 
the refrigerator compartment and 
allowing for extra shelf space.

FRESHFLOW™ AIR FILTER
Is 15 times more effective than 
baking soda at reducing common 
food odors.

EVERYDROP™  
ICE & WATER FILTER  
BY WHIRLPOOL® WATER
NSF certified to reduce the 
most contaminants* and filters 
approximately 200 gallons  
between filter changes. 

* Based on NSF rated 6 month refrigerator filters  
flowing .75 gpm–80 gpm. 

PRODUCE PRESERVER
An ethylene-absorbing cartridge 
that extends the freshness of 
produce.** It helps neutralize the 
over-ripening effects of ethylene 
gas that is naturally emitted by 
certain fruits and vegetables. 

**Based on commonly purchased produce.
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SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATORS

KRSC500E – 36" KRSC503E – 36"

COLORS COLORS

 Stainless Steel (SS)  Stainless Steel (SS)

 Black Stainless (BS)

CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.) CAPACITIES (Cu. Ft.)

• 19.8 Total Volume • 22.7 Total Volume

• Refrigerator: 12.87 • Refrigerator: 13.7

• Freezer: 6.98 • Freezer: 9.0

PERFORMANCE FEATURES PERFORMANCE FEATURES

• Preserva® Food Care System • Preserva® Food Care System

• Adaptive Defrost • Adaptive Defrost

• Humidity-Controlled Crisper • Humidity-Controlled Crisper

• Automatic Ice Maker • Automatic Ice Maker

• In-Door-Ice® System with Light • In-Door-Ice® System with Light

• External Ice & Water Dispenser • External Ice & Water Dispenser

• EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter • EveryDrop™ Ice & Water Filter

• Light-Touch Controls • Light-Touch Controls

• Control Lockout • Control Lockout

• Measured Fill • Measured Fill

• Unit Conversion (oz/cups/liters) • Unit Conversion (oz/cups/liters)

Red text = step-up feature
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SIDE-BY-SIDE 
REFRIGERATORSPremium Features Model Lineup

CONTROL FEATURES CONTROL FEATURES

• Temperature • Temperature

• Over Temperature Alarm • Over Temperature Alarm

• Door Alarm • Door Alarm

• Water Filter Status Indicator • Water Filter Status Indicator

• Max Ice • Max Ice

• Max Cool • Max Cool

•  Sabbath Mode •  Sabbath Mode 

DESIGN FEATURES DESIGN FEATURES

• Adjustable Spill-Resistant Glass Shelves with Spill Shield Technology • Adjustable Spill-Resistant Glass Shelves with Spill Shield Technology

• Adjustable Door Bins with Removable Insert • Adjustable Door Bins with Removable Insert

• Gallon Door Storage • Gallon Door Storage

• Metal Wine Rack • Metal Wine Rack

• 3 Adjustable Full-Width Freezer Shelves • 3 Adjustable Full-Width Freezer Shelves

• 2 Freezer Bins • 2 Freezer Bins

• 3 Adjustable Full-Width Freezer Door Bins • 3 Adjustable Full-Width Freezer Door Bins

• LED Lighting with Tower • LED Lighting with Tower

• Hidden Hinges • Hidden Hinges

• Front-Adjustable Leveling Legs • Front-Adjustable Leveling Legs

• Metallic Trim • Metallic Trim

Red text = step-up feature
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32

1

SELF-CLOSE 
DRAWERS
Ask your customer to open and count all 
the Self-Close Drawers. They’ll marvel at 
the number (5) and the ease with which 
they operate.

UNDER-SHELF  
PREP ZONE 
Ask your customer to remove the pan of 
the Under-Shelf Prep Zone. Point out that 
the non-stick interior makes it perfect for 
chilling and marinating in the refrigerator 
and then going straight to the oven  
for cooking.

FRESHVUE™ 

DOOR-WITHIN-DOOR
Ask your customer which ingredients they 
use most. Then show them where they can 
conveniently store those items in the door-
within-door bins. Let them know that the 
two lower bins slide out for easy access.

THE FOLLOWING DEMONSTRATIONS ARE GREAT WAYS TO BREAK THE ICE WITH 
CUSTOMERS AND SHOW THEM THE FEATURES OF THIS NEW REFRIGERATOR.

EXTERIOR DISPENSE REFRIGERATION SHOW AND SELL

 1  2  3
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COUNTER-DEPTH 
REFRIGERATION  
SHOW AND SELLPremium Design Features

  Exterior Dispense Show & Sell
  Side-by-Side Show & Sell

PRODUCE 
PRESERVER
Ask your customer what types of 
produce they purchase. Show them the 
ample space available to store their 
produce in the crisper drawers, and 
remind them that the included Produce 
Preserver will extend the freshness of 
their produce.* 
*Based on commonly purchased produce.

PRINTSHIELD™ 

FINISH
Refrigerators get touched countless times a 
day, and that means countless fingerprints. 
Ask your customer to repeatedly touch a 
door protected with the PrintShield™ Finish 
and then wipe it perfectly clean with just a 
damp, soft cloth. Ask customers what they 
observe about the different finishes.

IN-DOOR-ICE® 
SYSTEM
Show your customer the In-Door-Ice® 
System and ask them to count the number 
of full-width shelves in the freezer (3). With 
plentiful ice storage moved to the door, 
customers have more freezer space to 
store frozen ingredients, as well as meals 
they might be saving for later.

SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATION SHOW AND SELL

 1  2  3



PREMIUM DESIGN FEATURES

 2   SATIN TEXTURED  
HANDLES

  The sturdy bar and easy-to-clean, 
satin cross-hatch texture combine 
high style with a secure grip.

 3   CHROME INLAID  
FRAME

  A beautifully finished chrome accent 
creates a perfect frame around the 
water and ice dispenser.

4   KITCHENAID®  
MEDALLIONS

  Every KitchenAid® appliance bears 
our mark of craftsmanship. Polished 
edges and recessed letters lend 
a premium touch. The medallion 
comes standard in signature red, 
with black and chrome options 
available to complement  
any kitchen.

 1   PRINTSHIELD™  
FINISH

  Resists smudges and fingerprints. 
The specialized coating makes 
our Stainless and Black Stainless 
finishes easy to clean with just 
water and a soft cloth, so more 
time can be spent creating and  
less time cleaning up. 

FINISH OPTIONS:

Stainless Steel Black StainlessStainless Steel with 
PrintShield™ Finish

White Black Panel Ready

Availability of 
finishes varies 
by model.


